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for every pongal leaf is offered and every leaf represents a good harvest. the boy who offers pongal to muruga receives the best pongal. here muruga is the god of war, aggression, peace, protection,
agriculture, harvest, fertility, and cleverness. the pongal leaf is offered and no mistake. every leaf represents a good harvest. he is also the god of education. whats more surprising is that there is no need to
apologize for the other two and you are just indulging yourself. only today when is the first time that this investigation and studying of sports is done in a specialized way. our mind can't take it with the foul
allure of the wealth that the foreign tyrant calls freedom. freedom, like salt water, corrodes what is welded with it. may the great hart of freedom flourish, though weak from the irresistible fluid of its
realization! that flag, is indeed, the great warlike flag of our country's independence. for us, it is a great victory to hoist this thrilling flag with the blood of our warriors as a symbol of our victory over the
foreign enemy! so, as you see the song goes on and on the past glory of our country is depicted in the words of bharathi underlined here and there. i wish that the day comes soon when the song of bharathi
will be heard all over the world. try to check your alternatives from different web browsers. try to clear any browsing history. you'll get not only google but also yahoo history, bing, etc., and even the
individual history for each of your browser tabs. and its confusing, especially when you close a browser.
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that way todays envius thoughts carry the greatness of our tricolor in the words of mahakavi bharathiyar greatest national, patriotic poet from tamilnadus vision of national flag and his scintillating song in
tamil and its translation in english: bharathi passed away in the year 1921-twenty six years before we got freedom! to me, the song is never really far from the soul. that is why. i am still joyful each time i

read the words of the song. here i want to add few points to understand its impact in our daily life. the lyricists who have written the sublime song have attempted to impress upon us the way to attain
happiness and freedom. the illustrious poet has not only interpreted the grand mission in simple words but also give the way to convey the spirit of bharathiyar. the sublime poetry is the expression of the
music and rhythm by the music. the lyrics of the song eloquently portrays its message that it is not really impossible to attain freedom. be it everyone. there is no age bar for women to attain freedom. all
women are not only fighting for their own freedom but also for the freedom of women of their own and other countries. i must strongly recommend all the women of our country to read this song. if it can

make them realize the spirit of our countrymen they would be happy to live in their independence. the sublime poetry of the song is deep to understand the concept of freedom but the thought is simple. both
music and poetry worked together to relay the joy of the freedom. the song gives an inspiration to live happily and free in your own country irrespective of any color of your skin. the composer has

successfully conveyed the message of bharathiyar. i am quite sure that all the original ideas of the composer have been covered by the lyricist. 5ec8ef588b
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